Effects of bulge composition and flanking sequence on the kinking of DNA by bulged bases.
We recently showed that bulged bases kink duplex DNA, with the degree of kinking increasing in roughly equal increments as the number of bases in the bulge increases from one to four [Hsieh, C.-H., & Griffith, J.D. (1989) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 86, 4833-4837]. Here we have examined the kinking of DNA by single A, C, G, or T bulges with different neighboring base pairs. Synthetic 30 base pair (bp) duplex DNAs containing 2 single-base bulges spaced by 10 bp were ligated head to tail, and their electrophoretic behavior in highly cross-linked gels was examined. All bulge-containing DNAs showed marked electrophoretic retardations as compared to non-bulge-containing DNA. Regardless of the sequence of the flanking base pairs, purine bulges produced greater retardations than pyrimidine bulges. Furthermore, C and T bulges produced the same retardations as did G and A bulges. Bulged DNA containing different flanking base pairs showed marked differences in electrophoretic mobility. For C-bulged DNA, the greatest retardations were observed with G.C neighbors, the least with T.A neighbors, and an intermediate amount with a mixture of neighboring base pairs. For A-bulged DNA, the retardations were greatest with G.C neighbors, less with T.A neighbors, even less with a mixture of neighboring base pairs, and finally least with C.G neighbors. Thus flanking base pairs affect C-bulged DNA and A-bulged DNA differently, and G.C and C.G flanking base pairs were seen to have very different effects. These results imply an important role of base stacking in determining how neighboring base pairs influence the kinking of DNA by a single-base bulge.